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A·lr Today,
Gone Tomorrow
,
The mass ascension of balloons from Simm 's Field Sunday produced an awe-inspiring sight for spectators.

Ne\N Mexico

Fri~ay,

Nov. 12, ls the last
day to withdraw from a class
or the University without
college or school approval.
"W," "F" or "NC" will be
assigned and $5 "Change of
Program" fee charged.

DAILY
Monday. October 18, 1976

US Senate Candidates Address NM Press

i

\I

By Robert R. Lee
Three U.S. Senate candidates
participated in a panel discussion
Saturday at the annual convention
of the New Mexico Press
Association at the Convention
Center.
In cum bent Democratic Sen.
Joseph Montoya, Republican
candidate Harrison Schmitt and
Malcolm Dillon of the American
Independent Party presented their
views to New Mexico news editors.
The discussion was moderated by
Howard Graves, chief of the
Ass<;>ciated Press . Bureau in
Albuquerque.
Montoya
emphasized
his
seniority in the Senate, which has
been his campaign theme. Schmitt
criticized the Democratic platform,
and said "seniority is not solving
New Mexico's problems."
Dillon depicted the Democrats
and Republicans as "a choice
between the lesser of two evi1s,"
and lamented the amount of
publicity alloted ·to third-party,
candidates by the press.
Montoya pointed to his political
experience while taking a swipe at
Schmitt, saying ''I am not a
technician or a specialist, but ih
political scientist. I have been
trained by my education and my
experience to deal with people in
government and develop a consensus to help the state." ·
Montoya said his pqsition as
chairman of the legislative subcommittee
of
the
Senate
Appropriations Committee has
helped the Sandia and Los Alamos
labs get governmeQt research
grants.
Montoya said ''as we move the
labs forward, the state's universities
are benefitting; they (the· universities) are attracting project-role
assignments because they are
adding the scientific talent needed
at the labs."
~
Montoya also said, "20 per cent
of the educational fnnrl!:tg for
New Mexico comes from the
federal government," adding that
the state can't afford to lose this
funding "because every scho<ll.
· district in the state Is bonded to
capacity.''
The Sarita Fe Democrat also said
UNM gets "half of its budget"
from federal funds.

Montoya said finally that
"seniority is an institution in the
Congress, and it is only attacked by
those who are trying to be fresh':.
men."
Contradicting Montoya, Schmitt
said "It's been my experience that
people are not turned off.'' Schmitt
said the basic problems of New
Mexicans are economic development in the state, energy and social
security.
Schmitt said New Mexico is "no.
2 in the Nation in federal spending
per capita, but the money is not
reaching the people of the state."
Schmitt said New Mexico must
attract jobs "through investment
by selling the idea to industry; this
is a marketing problem."
The former astronaut also said
New Mexico needs "more
vocational ·education throughout
the state, an improved internal use
of resources, an environmental
balance and to reduce the crime rate
where that is a problem." ·
Schmitt criticized the Democratic
platform for advocating reduced
defense spending, saying that "the
research and development investment (in defense) is too small.
The defense budget has to go up to
help New Mexico."

Schmitt also criticized the
Democrats for advocating increased federal spending for public
programs. Schmitt said "excessive"
federal spending has increased taxes
and has "deprived the private
sector of capital through deficit
spending. This shortage of capital'
creates unemployment.''
Concerning social security, Schmitt said New Mexico's retired.
community is growing, and many
retired people depend on a social

security
income
which
is words, Schmitt said, seniority
"adequate!' Schmitt also said it is won't improve the basically
favorable investment environment
unfair that recipients of social
the
state offers.
security lose some of their benefits
"
Schmitt
.said, ."Pete Domenici
if they earn othet im;ome, and that
that
a freshman senator can
showed
the system discriminates against
get
things
done.
Seniority is not
married women.
solving
New
Mexico's
problems.''
Concerning seniority, Schmitt
Dillon,
the
American
said New Mexico is "unique in
lndependent
Party
candidate,
said
offering the nation space, a low
the
panel
represented
his
first
population .density, the labs and a
tradition of national service. These chru~ce to appear with Schmitt and
(Conlin ned on Page 7)
things won't change." In other

Director Asks for Understanding
•

Kelley Wants FBI-Press Balance

conciliatory speech, calling himself
an "ambassador of good will" to
the press. Kelley also said the press
and the FBI are "fellow travelers"
enroute to the same goal, which is
''tranquility in our great nation.''
The original text of the speech,
which was more bluntly critical of
the press than the speech Kelley
gave, warned, "We will not continue to throw open the doors for
those who invariably dash us with
scalding water."
Asked later why he changed his
speech, Kelley said 1 '1 don't feel
that I should be an ambassador of
ill will." Kelley said further that he
1
' appreciates the problems and the
By Rebekah Szymanski
When the governor makes an appointment, it must
efforts" of news people, but added
also be approved by the state senate.
The terms of office of UNM Regents Calvin Horn
that the press should recognize that
anp Austin Roberts will expire Jan. 1, 1977. At that
Aside from state laws, a spokesman from the gover- there "has been a great deal of
time Gov. Jerry Apodaca is expected to announce
nor's office said, the only other qualifications the revision" at the.FBI.
replacements for the two Regents if he does not decide
governor looks for are that the personis interested in
Kelley s~d he had discussed "th~ to reappoint them.
.
the school he is being appointed to and that he could impact" of the original text of the
Four of the governor's aides are presently compossibly benefit it in some way. The spokesman said speech with U.S. Attorney General
piling a list' of possible replacements. Names are being
individuals did not need to be educators or alumni.
Edward Levi in Chicago before
· gathered from resumes that have been submitted conto Albuquerque. Kelley said
coming
Lenton Malry, representative from Bernidillo countinually throughout the year by persons interested in
Levi
did
not ask him to change the
ty (D-18), and chairman of the education c"ofnmittee in
becoming Regents at any one of the universities in the
speech.
the New Mexico House of Representatives, said he
state.
Kelley said further that the
was hoping Gov. Apodaca would consult different ad~
~ Since Gov. Jerry Apodaca has been in office he has
ministrators from the University, including UNM original speech was written by the
appointed one replacement to the UNM Board of
President William Davis. If Regents Horn and Rober- External Affairs Division of the
Regents. In January 1975, Ann Jordan from •Hobbs
ts were not reappointed, he said, the governor would · FBL "I gave them (the speech
was appointed to replace retiring Mrs. Frank Mapel.
need
to select individuals who were ' 1sensitive to the writers) a general idea of what was
Regents' terms last six years. ·
needs of the administration" and who were aware of desire<;!, I read it, and l thought it
The state constitution said Regents must be
. needed revision," Kelley said.
UNM's "extreme" need for money.
·
qualified electors in the state, they may not hold
Kelley also said his consultation
Malry said the governor would also need to select
tmblic office while serving on the board, no more than
with
Levi about the speech was
three of the five Regents may be of the same political • persons who could work well with both the University
"merely
a matter of discussion" on
administration and the state legislature because larger
party and at least one member of the board mt\st be a
the
potential
impact of the speech,
universities 1 such as UNM 1 "have not been receiving
resident from or near the town or city of the in·
(Continued on page 6)
their tax dollar," he said.
stit ution.

By Robert R. Lee
Clarence M. Kelley, director of
the
Federal
Bureau
of
Investigation, said Friday in
Albuquerque that the press should
not associate "past criticism" of
the FBI with the situation at the
bureau now.
Kelley spoke to the annual
convention of the New Mexico
Press Association at the Convention Center.

Kelley said he wanted to
"promote understanding" between
the press and the bureau, and that
"the present FBI is a new, viable,
productive and Constitutionally
well-rounded bureau.''
At the outset of his speech,
Kelley said he was casting aside his
prepared text because "it doesn't
reflect my true feelings" toward the
press.
Kelley went -on to give a rather

Two Regents' Terms To Expire
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Third World Report

Resistance Continues in Argentina

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81

-~

No.41

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102,
277-4202.
Th1:. New Mexico !Ja{/y LofJo is published
Monday through Priday every re.sulnr week of
the University year ancl W!!ekly dLtrlng the summer session by the [loard of Student Publicati911S
of the Univcrsltr of New Mexico, and is not
financially 11Ssoctntcd with UNM. Second class
rostal!C paid ut Albuquerque, New Mc;o;ico
87131. Subscription rate is $10,00 for the
ncademlc year.
The opinions expressed on the cdhorial pages
of The Dairy Lo/Jo nrc those of the mllhor solei:~.
U11signcd opinion iS that of the editorial board or
The Daily Lobo, Nothing printed In Tl1c Daily
Lobo necessarily represents the views of the
University or New Mexico.

Compiled by Larry Schmidt,
Glen Hudak & Richard Lin nett
ARGENTINA
Guerilla
resistance to Argentina's military
junta is continuing despite
government reports of great defeats
suffered by the guerrillas. This
would indicate that the Montoneros
and the Ejercito Revolucionario del
Pueblo (ERP), two groups of
guerrillas, are receiving massive
popular support in Tucuman where
they are based.
Also, military claims that the
guerrillas arc small bands of
foreign-controlled,
ultra-leftists
seem to be contradicted" by the
continuation of fighting and the
military tactics. Many _?f the tactics

appear -similar to the tactics used by
the U.S. in the beginning of the
Vietnam w_ar; that is, civic action
programs and strategic hamlets, as
well as distorted casualty reports.
The day after the military reported
killing five members of the
leadership of the Montoneros
(which does not seem true),
President Jorge Videla was nearly
killed while reviewing troops.
THAILAND- The military
junta promises to restore the
democracy it took from the people
in its coup in "a few years." In the
meantime, martial law will be
_- enforced.

Black National Council. Prime
Minister Ian Smith will lead a fiveman cabinet team to Geneva. The
Zimbabwe People's Army will not
be represented.

RHODESIA Rhodesian
Nationalist Leader Robert Mugabe
said last week that' the first Black
majority government in Rhodesia
will be socialist; designed to
"assault capitalistic bourgeois
tendencies" an~ to 'nationalize
private land holdings.
Mugabe, who claims leadership
of I 0,000 Black guerrillas, and the
Black Patriotic Front Leader
Joshua Nkomo, together are
sending a representative delegation
of 18 men to the British-sponsored
conference in Geneva on the
Rhodesian interim government.
The other Black delegation of 12
will represent Bishop Abel
Muzo rewa's external wing of the

Restaurant and Store
......v.~-::> 3118 Central SE 255-7640
(2 blocks East of Girard)
Mon. thru Sun. 1L30 - 9:00

(Continued on page 3)

Hua is considered a "moderate"
and political analysts expect Hua to
follow the pragmatic policies along
the lines set by the late Chou EnLai. Some feel that Hua is no
longer following Mao's wish to set
up a coalition government of both
sides, but has moved to solidify his
position.
Into Tsinghua and Peking
Universities, centers for radical
activities in Peking, troops have
been sent.

268-8052
No.2
.Gilbs~m at San Pedro

256-189l
No.3

NEW. DELHI, India-Hundreds of opposition figures Sunday
took a f1rst step toward uniting against Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's government, setting up a "People's Union" to fight for
restoration of their civil rights.

Thais Accused of Oppression ·
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GET YOUR SCISSORS OUT!
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Watch this page each Monday

It's Monday,

Monda~
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Visit Our Game Room

~~

Car Wash

Pieces of Fish & Chips,

1 Co~pon Per Customer, Offer Good Through October 24

E p j CUS

fFiwp

Reg. 6.99

3424 Central S.E.
266-9296

Offer Expires Nov. 1st

The Closest Flower and Plant store to UNM.

DOUBLE CHEESE BURGER

'I

with
coupon

I

regular 75¢
'

1916 Central S.E.

(J niversity

Expires Oct. 22, 1976

Free-Salad
With Any Bagel

Featuring Quality Food
and Speedy Service
8516 Central CneorWyom!ngl255-6130

2216 Ct;ntral SE-265-5986

The I'IHmy 99¢

Please Bring Coupon

Expires Ocl. 24

Regular Size

University
Dairy Queen

SUNDAES
2 For
Price Of One
Wllh

thla

Dairy Queen

=

Different Types
Of Hamburgers

Green Chili

Tacos

Red Chili

Burritos

Drive-In
One Block South of Central

Sat urduy S!Jcciul

Home Of The Sack Lunch Special

OQ.pon

Jpmbo Jacks

Yo~r Choice Potato, Cole Slaw or Macaron~

Directly Across From Yale Park

has it allFood & Dessert

Now 3.99

Buy One Giant Hamburger
Get One Free With This Ad

Featuring Quality and Food Speedy Service
8516 Central (Near Wyoming) 255-6130
Home Of The Sack Lunch Special

Dairy Queen Brazier

(flaming violet)

F't•i•.mdly Flowca• Shop
Offer Expires Oct. 23, 1976 266-U296 3424 Ccuta·al S.E.

•

5101 Lomas Blvd. N.E

99c

reg.$1.59

A.uy Wash and/or Wax With This Coupon

5101LQmasNE

I

1 Alfie
Order
2

Get 1

Expires Oct. 24, 1976

1
I

·-----------------------::-:;-=.:-::-::-:;-=-=-=-:-:;;-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-;;~

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash
SOeOFF

The Rain Tunnel

1
1

"·

for MONEY SAVING COUPONS!

Offer Good at All Three Alfie's Locations
----

a-d.~

·· ' ·

~~n~

3920Central SE I 6301 Menaul Ne
8524 Indian School NE

% Prtce
Any Food Or Ice Cream Item

!
I

f!71o~
Under New Management

"'

Other incidents occurring on campus during the past week included the ;:;;
theft of two bicycles. One was left unlocked outside of the old Art Building _
and the other was taken from the bike rack at the west side of the SUB.
~
Cash was stolen from two lockers in .Johnson Gym. Nineteen dollars was o.
taken from one locker last Wednesday and $35 was taken from another
·
locker on Thursday.
Two purses were stolen on campus last week. One was taken from the
Green Room in Rodey Theatre and the other from a dance studio in
Popejoy Hall.

Save

Coupon Expires October 24, 1976

Buy 1

b

Three cars were vandalized while parked outside the UNM residence
halls. Windows were broken in two oft he cars and the third's battery cable c:r
0
was cut. Two other cars were damaged while parked on the North Campus.
Wheel covers were stolen from one car and a spare tire was stolen from the $?
other. The sixth car was stripped of its hubcaps while parked west of the 0
medical school.
c:r
....

Ir-----------------------~---------------------~---------------------,I

1
I

It's A Meal!

3005 cerrillos Rr.'
SANTA FE 471-~

°

Gandhi Government Opposed

$1.09

4016 Menaul NE

By Stephen Smith
~·
Motor vehicles have become a favorite target for vandals and thieves on
the UNM campus. During the last week, the UNM campus police received t1
six reports of vehicles that were damaged or broken into while on campus. '<:
~

Rv United Prnss lntornnttona!

BANGKOK, Thailand-Vietnam accused Thailand Sunday of persecuting Vietnamese residents by moving them to new locations in the
Northeastern Border regions, and hinted at deteriorating relations
between the two southeast Asian countries.
The Hanoi official daily newspaper Nilan Dan referred to arrests
the Bangkok Military Government has admitted making since ·the
Oct. 6 coup but differed in details.

FREE LEMONADE

% lb. Cheeseburger & Fries

(1)

LEBANON - While Syria
continues its attack against
positions
occupied by the
Palestinians, an Arab summit
conference is to have been held
Saturday to seek a solution of the
Lebanese civil war. The meeting
should include: Syria, Lebanon, the
PLO, Egypt, Saudia Arabia, and
Kuwait.

I

.

::tTEAK
HOUSES
INTERNATIONAL
..,
·

(Continued From page 2)

any purchase
OR
(With Coupon)

No.1

'
'

CHINA - Last Tuesday Hua
Kuo-Feng was confirmed as Mao
Tse-Tung's successor. Now it is
fairly certain that Chiang Ching,
the widow of Mao, and three of her
followers, Chang Chung-Chao,
Wang Hung-Wen and Yao WenYuan, were arrested at a mountain
resort 18 miles from Peking. All
four represented the "radical"
group in the 20-man Politbureau.

10%off

Vegetarian

,,.

Autos Become Target~
z
For Vandals at UNM :::g:

... Report

Jumbo Jack's $1.00 Lunch
STacos
Or
Jr. Burger, Fries & Small Coke
Expires Oct. 24, 1976

Please Bring Coupon

On Yale
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions

How many hippopotamuses can simultaneously peruse the

u

0

Editorial

-~ Senate Attendance:
>.

Monday, October 18, through Friday October 29.

u

•;;<

~

Who Cares About It

•

There are 20 ASUNM (student government) senators, elected by

z

~ students interested enough to cast a vote in spring and/or fall
~> semesters. We discover on page 6 of today's LOBO that only four
P.. of these senators have attended every Senate meeting.

Paperback Book Sale
The super-cheap
unbeatable "inch" sale
Used Paperbacks - 70c an inch

The Senate is trying to institute a Censure Act to publicly
reprimand senators who miss three consecutive meetings. The attempt by the Senate to keep its house in order was ruled unconstitutional by the ASUNM Attorney General because of the
wording which reads a senator who is censured more than once
would be removed from office.
·
We understand that senators are students and might need to
miss an occasional meeting because of school obligations. We also
understand that because senators are human, they are apt to
become sick and unable to attend meetings, However, attendance
at meetings is necessary.
We feel the intent of the Censure Act is good .
According to the attorney geheral, removal from office applies '
only to "student officers" and senators do not rail into the category
of student officers. ·
·
Apparently, then, we are stuck with any person elected to
Senate for whatever the term of that position.
This being the case, we believe the four senators with an urnblemished record deserve recognition for their dedication, even
though they would not be penalized if they did not attend. Those
four senators are: c;Jeorge Coston, Aryne Dunphy, David Rupp and
James Thomas.

Selected nevy paperbacks - 39c each
'PIUUR£ OF DORIAN N/KON

Ad mIn
• IStrato
•
r Sets t he Reco rd Stra ig ht
Editor:
Several days ago the LOBO
printed a story about the
Priorities for Minorities Conference in which it quoted me
as saying that the faculty did
not "give a damn" about mat-

Are They Really 'In Our Interest'?
Editor:
In the news, Oct. 12, was a court
decision (presumably in D.C.) ensuring that Eugene McCarthy and
Company will not be allowed to
participate in the TV debates which
have a limited cast of characters as
it is: namely Ford-Carter.
In a world where variety is the
spice of life and especially in a
country where freedom of speech

and the right of anyone, if they so
desire, to run for the presidency is
guaranteed. by its constitution, it's a
hell of a note when a "serious"
contender for the presidency of the
United States of America is denied
air time on the public grounds, or
rather in the public interest, that
too many people would make
chaos on the TV show.
THEY (executives of the broad-

Unrestricted Right: Codes
Editor:
With your story on the salaries of high echelon employees at this
University, you have sunk to a new low in irresponsible journalism.
The public has a right to know, and the press has a responsibility
to provide information. The right to publish, free of all governmental restrictions is guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution and this
right is endorsed by every freedom-loving American. However,
with this unrestricted right must go a self-imposed code of ethics.
I know I'm treading on sacred ground when I ask the press to
police itself, but making public the private life of a private citizen in
a daily like the LOBO in my opiniEJn is irresponsible. An individual's
salary is a private and very personal thing, and the press ·Should
respect such privacy.
The individuals mentioned in your article are private citizens who
happen to be employees of the state. They are not elected public
officials, and even if this information is available to the public on
demand, your story on page one, no less, is further proof of your
continued tastelessness.
Les Marshall
ASUNM Senator

DOONESBURY

Terrific·
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cast networks, of government, and
of course the ever present L.W.V.
who are merely pawns in this
political show) presume the
American public wouldn't be able
to follow the gist of the conversation, so in their interest
(double entendre meant) THEY
don't want to confuse us with so
many candidates on stage.
You know damn well it's to keep
the inadequate two-party system
alive, and if you out there bothered
yourself with the presidential
debates of '76, the ineptitude of our
politicians is coming across loud
and strong across the air waves.
The two-party system is a blatant
example of the continuation of
dualistic thinking, this tradition
must be put in perspective and the
politicians of today are not helping
us or showing us. anything but
blatant displays bf suppressed
egos.
This way of thinking is contagious and helps to suppress its
populace by limiting its input, in
this particular instance, the continuation of the suppression of our
political awareness ... another expression of one of the many ways
suppression continues to thrive ..
Frank Vales

ters pertaining to minorities on
this campus.

which the general faculty had to
be instrumentally involved.

For the record, and because I
know that many faculty members are concerned with these
problems, I would like to make it
clear that I did not make that
statement. The tape recording
of the conference will show that
I did point out that there were
very few faculty in attendance,
and that I felt this to be unfortunate since the two issues
under consideration (admissions and affirmative action
hiring) were policy matters with

I went on to emphasize that it
was also unfortunate that more
faculty were not present to hear
the data and position papers
which were being presented.
Moreover, I do feel that if and
when we structure such a
presentation again in the future,
every attemp.t should be made
to schedule it in such a way that
as many faculty as possible will
be in attendal)ce.
Joel M. Jones
Office of the Provost

Why Does Davis Smile?
Editor:
I would like to comment on Mr.
Nava's ppinion printed Oct. 14 in
the LOBO. What was Dr. (Spud)
Davis smiling about? Mr. Nava
claims to have witnessed an event
which is an earmark of the proverbial
administrator/administrated
relationship. We simply call it herding the sheep.
You find Spud's behavior appalling when he " ..•just smiled
spitefully" only because your sweet
dreams were suddenly interrupted.
Everyone at this University can talk,
debate or demonstrate; it's good
psychological masturbation. But
Spud is the president; he's in the
driver's seat and the regents own
the highway. So when we examine
the power relationships in their fine
University we find that the only
"suspicious and anti-trustworthy
aliens" are in fact ourselves-the
students.

by Garry Trudeau

Do you remember when you first
got your driver's license? Friday
night would roll around and you
wanted to roll out in Dad's car. So
you ask him for the keys, right? It's
his car. They are his keys. You have
to play the game by his rules. If you
become too radical-no keys.
It's exactly the same here at the
Harvard of the Rio Grande. This is
their University. They have the keys
to all the doors, all the decisions, all
the "policies."
That's why Spud was smiling;
he's got the keys to the highway.
So just pay your tuition and go to
sleep.
M. Berg
Consoler of MisGuided Sheep
Slumber Party
\11111111111111111111111111111111111 /1/lllllllllllllllllll/1111

Gift Dept. Sale
T-shirts, jackets,
backpacks & tennis bags,
Stationery items,
Special sorority I fraternity
jewelry - 50% off

Supply Dept.
reductions -too
Reamed paper & many

.Discount

Records!

Starting at $1.98
Classical, folk, & popular

Miscellaneous items

Quality Gift Books!
Arts, crafts, gardening & cookbooks

Plus
a Pre-Christmas selection of reduced

Children's books!

LOBO Letter
Opinion Policy
11/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJI/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten
and
double
spaced.
Sender's name, address and
phone number must be in:
eluded with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld only by agreement
with the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, phone
number and address of a
group member.

Editorial

Board

Unsigned

represent

editorials

a

majority opinion of the Daily Lobo
Staff .. All other columns, c<lrtoons
and letlers represeht the opinion
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the staff.

Editor-in-Chic I
Susan Walton
Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Managing Editor
Teresa Coin
Arts & Media
Ken Walston

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

Sports Editor
Tirn Gallagher

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

Advertisin~ Manager

Harry Chapman
Copy Editor
.<aren Moses

PertinE)nt Data (A) Bookstore net area - 26,557 sq. ft
(B) Average Hippo- 4372.93lbs. Sans TuTu
Note:

Allow for hippos on stairs and in elevator
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Tobias To Veto ASUNM Censure Act
Analysis by D. M. Flynn
Poor attendance on the part of
certain ASUNM senators has
prompted Sen. Les Marshall to
write the Censure Act. The act has
been deemed unconstitutional by
Attorney General Brian Sanderoff
and will be vetoed by President
Damon Tobias.

missed all her committee assignments."

introduction of only a motion to
that effect."

In other words, if a senator
Sen. Marshall was, possibly,
misses
three meetings, either of the
directing his comments at Sen.
linda Martinez who has missed Senate or of his or her respective
four senate meetings, has left two committee or both, another senator
of, them early and was late for two can, then move to have the guilty
others. In other words, of nine party censured. By such an action,
meetings she has failed to attend given that the motion passes, the
Of the 20 senators of ASIJNM, any of them in their entirety. At one censured senator would no longer
only four have unblemished at- particular meeting, Martinez sat be able to vote nor would he or she
tendance records (George Coston, among the members of the gallery be recognized at any meetings.
Anne Dunphy, David Rupp and and voted from her position in the
Attorney General Sanderoff,
James Thomas). That is, they have audience.
however,
has ruled the whole act
attended all the regular meetings
Under
the
Censure
Act,
any
unconstitutional
because of certain
and the special session on Oct. I in
"three
in
the
bill.
The ASUNM
senator
that
has
missed
errors
their entirety.
Constitution
plainly
states
that the
consecutive
Senate ·and/or
Other senators, however, have legislative meetings shall; save for power of removal of student ofbeen missing the meetings with extenuating circumstances to be so ficers remains solely in the hands of
frequency. Marshall said, "There is decided by the Senate, be censured the Senate. The senators, themone senator in particular who has for three consecutive weeks through selves, on the other hand, are not
student officers per se according to

PEACE CORPS
VISTA

On Campus:
INTERVIEWING
SENIORS/GRADS IN
PLACEMENT: Office
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School

REALLY ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION
Vespa Ciao mo-ped

Vespa Scooter

(motorized bicycle)

. . . for more fun with great mileage
(up to 160 mpg) out of life!

JOE HEASTON MOTOR

senate.''

Student officers, as written in the
prologue, are "the president, vice
president, attorney general,
National Students Association
coordinator and the court justices
of the Associated Students."

.The unconstitutionality of those
lines· stems from the absence of any
hearings by which the senator in
question can defend his absence.

Furthermore, the constitution
provides that "no student shall be
considered guilty of infraction of
student laws until so proved in a
hearing by the appropriate judicial
body,"
Lines 18 and 19 of the Censure
Act, said Sanderoff, are unconstitutional. Those lines read as
follows: Censure of a senator by
this act on more than one occasion
shall result in said senator being
permanently
removed
from

The constitution, furthermore,
states that the "term of Senate
office shall be one year," and does
not have any stipulation on the
removal of such.
President Tobias will be returning the bill to the Senate to have
those particular lines (18 and 19)
deleted. Sanderoff said there is
nothing unconstitutional about
censuring a senator. "Their expulsion from the senate, however,
cannot be done."

GSA Examines Proposed Constitution

Oct. 27, 28, 29

_;/

the prologue of the constitution.

... for low-cost transportation
(up to 100 mpg) and fun too!
1410 Second NW
CO.
Phone 247-2404

By Tim Higgins
The
Graduate
Student
Association Council in its meeting
Saturday examined the first draft of
its proposed new constitution, and
planned a Constitution Committee
meeting for this Tuesday to further
discuss it.
The draft which Committee
Chairman
Margaret
Moses
presented to the Council defines a
GSA "quorum" as those in attendance at a regularly scheduled
meeting. Previously, a least half of
the Council's representatives had to
be present at a meeting before a
quorum was established.
Drawing condemnation from
several representatives was the
constitution's rule which would
allow the Council to remove from
office the GSA President by a twothirds vote. Representative Carl

Stebbins said that he didn't think
the Council should have the right to
remove an officer who was elected
by the studenty body. Stebbins
pointed out that some GSA
representatives are not elected but
are appointed by their departments.
Moses said the Constitution
Committee will meet Tuesday at
12:30 p.m . .and that she hoped for

Students for Lujan will meet Mon., Oct. 18 at 7:30
p.m. at 1915 San Mateo, NE .

Jloll workers needed for tl1e Homecoming Election
on Wed,, Oct. 20. 'Sign up at door of ASUNM Office,

"more input" from any graduate
students. She said students could go
to the GSA office in the SUB to
find out where the meeting will be.
'Also at the Saturday meeting, the
GSA voted to endorse the proposed
Child Care Regulations for New
Mexico, which were presented by
Jan ice Paster of the New Mexico
Women's Political Caucus.
The Regulations, which would
establish new minimum standards
• for day-care centers in the state,
will be under 1 consideration by the
New Mexico Health and Social
Services Department at its Nov. 9
meeting.

Rm. 242, SUil.

Color video presentation on Mall from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Maharishi'~ Mcs~agc to the World Tues .•

... Kelley

Oct. 19.

The Cultural Program Committee of the
Associated Students, UNM

Present

Learn more about Frank Zeidler, Democratic
Sociali\t candidate for Prc\idcnt, Tues., Oct. 19 at
7:30p.m. at the Friend~ Meeting House, 8JS Girard

N£!.
Swdent Directories may be obmincd with n valid
ID card at Ihe Siudcnllnformation Center in Ihe SUD
and the book~1ore.
Projcc1

Con~cjo

will have a mccling Tues.., Oct. 19

at 6:30p.m. a1 Chicano Studio:,,

The Ensemble of Early Music
Production of

Roman De Fauvel
(The Story of an Ass)
A rowdy, raucous, 14th Century French street musical
Featuring singers and players of the Pro-Music Antiqua

UNM Spttr~ \\ill meet Tues., Ocl. 19 011 6:30p.m. in
Rm.250A,SUD.

Student
Directories
Will Be Available
Beginning Oct. 18

With Valid 1D

Sunday October 24- 8:15 PM
Tickets: $6.00, $5.50, $5.00, $4.00, $3.00
Students, Staff and Faculty Vz Price
Subscription to Mini Series still available at discount
Phone 277-3121

At the Student Information Center
In the SUB
and the Bookstore

IConlinucfl (rom page 1

and that the speech was revised
because "I didn't want the impact it
was going to have."
Asked if the speech was changed
to avoid repercussions for the Ford
election campaign, Kelley said his
altering of the speech had "no
political connection."
During his speech, Kelley said
"in the past" the FBI has had a
"less than wide open stance" with
respect to the press, which was "not
proper.''
Kelley said further that, since he
became FBI director, he has
"instituted a policy of openness"
toward the press.
The former Kansas City police
chief said the "most important"
change at the bureau is that "we
have achieved a condition in which
change and improvement is not
only possible, but encouraged. We
are responsive to public attitudes
and to the changing needs of our
society, and we cooperate fully with
those inquiring into the bureau."
Kelley also said the respective
roles of the FBI and the press in
American society are both
"mandated by the Constitution; we
are both servants of the people, and
should have the best interests of the
people at heart."
Kelley said further that "scandal
uncovered should be scandal
revealed," but that "to achieve a
balance, the good done (by the
bureau) should also be revealed."
Kelley said the bureau is "accountable to the people," and that
lhe press must have access to the
bureau. But, Kelley added, "we
cannot continue to endure the
battery we have received (from the
press) without damage.''

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses
at reasanable cost
C~sey Optical Cr),.
fN~xtdoorto C11sey Re~tal Druof :.~~'
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.Hebrew University Professor
Dis~usses L~banon Upheaval

By Btl! Wooten
does so m the same way Switzerland ostracized from the Arab world and
does, through the use 9f money. In losing the mutual support of other
An und.erstanding of the curre~t
upheaval m Lebanon was the toptc Lebanon, the factors pulling the Arab countries in the Middle
of a lecture delivered Thursday by country apart made those East."
Yosef Goell, an Israeli political
with a lot of money invested there
scientist on le;J.ve from Hebrew " have large stakes in the loss of the
~he basis for Arab animosity
University and guest.scholar at the country. Although this broke down agamst Israel stems from a deep
Brookings Institute. The lecture in the recent fighting, in the volatile sense of frustration and humiliation
was sponsored by American atmosphere of the twentieth the Arabs have endured over the
years, Goell said. "The Arabs <lre ·
Professors for Peace in the Middle century it has performed well."
East.
To categorize the current crisis as frustrated by being modern but not
Goel said Lebanon as a country a struggle between a Christian right having anything to show for it,"
should not exist. "It's an im- and a Moslem left is errant, Goell Goell said. "they share a common
possibility for political scientists;" said. "The meaning of Christian sense of history which now has
he said. "Originally, Lebanon was and Moslem in Lebanon is different become fragmented. They also have
in the Syrian part of the Ottoman than in American society," Goell a deep love/hate relationship with
Empire and given to the French said. "It is not a religious war but a the modern world. They Jove it in
after World War I. Lebanon as a struggle between separate cultural the sense that they copy it. But they
with
separate hate it because what they have to
country did not exist before the communities
1930s when the French· took the economics and interests. There are show is not the real thing but a
coastal part of Syria with a high private armies in some communities copy. S9 they direct their rage
number of Christians and created with most of the people living in humiliation and suppressed
the Lel)anese state. When France enclaves. 'Left' or 'right' used to emotions at the only reptesentative
fell in World War II, Lebanon got indicate one's political or social of the Western world in the
its freedom."
position but"it's meaningless now." area-Israel."
With a 55 per cent Christian and
As far as the Arab/Israeli dispute
The fighting in Lebanon is, as
45 per cent Moslem population, goes, Goell said the fighting in
Goell said the country is barely Lebanon is incidental. "Lebanon stated above, between comcontrolled by the Christian has not been involved actively in the munities. But more importantly,
majority. "The political system of Arab/Israeli war and has been Goell said, it is between civilians.
the country is. based on a com- more of a sideshow to the main "There's no discipline at all," he
promise between the two groups conflict. In fact, Lebanon· even said. "Lebanon has come to be
with the Christians and Moslems dissolved its own army to protect its viewed as an invasion of the
Western world and the Christian
alternating in offices," he said. interests," Goell said.
intellectual
nationalists as Arabs
"Power is static constitutionally
But a major new factor emerged
and has been for the last thirty to 40 when the Palestine Liberation who have sold out. The feeling now
years."
Army (PLO) established armed is that the Middle East and North
However, the state· has existed camps in Lebanon for raids into Africa should remain Moslem and
under recurring tension from the Israel. "These camps were the last the Arabs are willing to fight to
two groups. "Groups have at- bases for the Palestinians after 1970 keep it that way. The biggest
tempted to challenge the system and and were stronger than the question now is how long will it go
the system has managed to absorb country's police force," Goell said. on?"
these situations," Goell said. "It "The PLO is the symbol of Arab
enmity against Israel and this
enmity is the unifying theme for the
whole Arab world. In the latest
cnsts, when internal stabilizers
were not present, the PLO came in
(Continued from page I)
and took over."
Montoya, and that "the other
The Syrian invasion of Lebanon
candidates have avoided me."
Dillon said, "Most Americans then followed the PLO's takeover.
are unhappy with the Democrats "The Syrians entered the situation
and Republicans." Dillon said only and intervened on the wrong side,"
40 per cent of registered voters are Goell said. "The interests of the
Democrats, while 20 per cent are Syrians was first to return Lebanon
Republicans. Another 40 per to the former status quo, under
cent are independents, Dillon said, Syrian supervision. Second, they
adding that "a large percentage" of wished to subvert the PLO to their
eligible voters are not registered, wishes. They couldn't destroy the
and that the number of non-voters PLO because of its eminence as a
symbol of Arab enmity and if they
increases yearly.
did destroy it they risked being
Dillon said, "Many people in
news management either avoid
giving publicity to third-party
candidates or ridicule them."

BIG
BELL
BARGAIN
BRING THIS AD FOR A

$5DISCOUNT
0

from the retail price of a pair
of genuine Levi's Big Bells
jeans.

Dillon said a large percentage of
campaign contributions for New
Mexico Congressional candidates
come from outside the state and
from the oil business. Referring to
major-party candidates and their
backers, Dillon said, "These people
don't represent the wage-earners.
We need a senator who is not unlike
t!Je wage-earners."

®

See THE WINDMILL for New
Mexico's largest selection of
genuine Levi's products under
one roof.
OPEN WEEKDAYS
9AMto9PM
SATURDAYS UNTIL 6
Convenient At-The-Door
Parking

3636 Menual NE
One Block East of American

Square
266-7703

Mlhh
ASUNM Speakers Committee
Presents

Carl Sagan
What are the chances of life existing in other worlds?

Topic - Extraterrestrial Exploration

Author of Cosmic Connection, ConsUltant to NASA,
Active in Viking II project and UFO research

October 20, 1976
Popejoy Hall UNM 8:00 PM
Tickets at SUB Box Office and Albuquerque Ticket Agency

MEET THE CANDIDATES
Wed.. Oct. 20,1976
9:00 am-5:00 pm
South SUB Ballroom

Harrison (Jack) Schmitt
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Dillon described the seniority
system in Congress as one that is
"corrupt, employs favoritism and
stifles progressive legislation."

~
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Limit of one coupon per
customer.
Offer expires Sat., Oct 30, 1976.
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. Senator Joseph M. Montoya

Maurice Malcolm (Matt) Dillon
Congressman Manuel Lujan

Raymond Garcia
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24 Candidates for County Races
3007 Central NE
255-4700
UPSTAIRS
next to the
Lobo Theatre

Meet the

candidates~

discuss the issues, decide Nov. 2, 1976

Paid for by ASUNM Candidates Day Committee
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New from Levis!
"Movin' On'' jeans.

mote on CanQda's music
Review by Adrian Shubert
A friend of mine says he don't think this town's
lt was a pleasant surprise to read George Gesner's
so out of sight,
review of two Canadian bands in the Oct. I issue of
But he's got shades around his soul and he thinks
the LOBO. As he rightly said, Canada is far away
he's seen the light.
from most Americans and as far as music is conMcLaughlan's fifth and latest album Boulevard
cerned, this is their loss, Largely as a result of
(True North/TN25), continues the development of his
legislation requiring increasing amounts of Canadian
music as well as his themes. His new band Silver Traccontent on l"adio, the music industry in Canada has
tor (Dennis Pendrith, Gene Martynec, Jon Anderson,
grown remarkably. Although Canada has always been
and Ben Mink) adds a new variety to his sound which
able to produce one or two performers of great
had been limited to lead, acoustic, and rhythm
talent-Joni Mitchell and Gordon Lightfoot, and
guitars. This increasingly heavy element is comsome who have achieved commercial suc- , plemented by the rough edge McLaughlin has added .
cess--B.T.O,, Guess Who, and Anne Murray, it has
to his soothing voice.
never enjoyed the number of artists that it has today.
"On the Boulevard" is a Dylanesque indictment of
Trooper and April Wine are but two of a long and
the facade of letting loose on the weekend after a gringrowing list and I am sure that only considerations of ding week. "Harder to Get Along" is a sad and
space limited Mr. Gesner to these two. However, no
mellow reflection on the lost idealism of the sixties,
article about Canadian music today should neglect
"La Guerre C'est Finis Pour Moi" would have been
Murray McLaughlan.
more appropriate seven or eight years ago but it
features some haunting fiddle playing by Ben Mink.
McLaughlan put out his first album, Song From the "As Lonely As You" and "Cryin' to Me" show
Street, six years ago and has steadily matured as a McLaughlan's insightinto personal problems, the firwriter and performer, growing in stature to where he st of a woman who wants but cannot get a relationship
now challenges the legendary Lightfoot. At the Olym- beyond a single night and the second, the hurt of a
pic Benefit Concert held in Toronto in June which divorced (male) friend. "Train' Song" belongs to the
feat~red Lightfoot (who put the show together),
tradition of the travelling song in Canadian music (Ian
Sylvia Tyson (of Ian ·and Sylvia), Liona Boyd (who Tyson, Stomping Tom Connors) while "Gypsy Boy"
played in Johnson ·Gym last night with Lightfoot), shows that he too can long for a simpler life. The best
and McLaughlan, it was McLaughlan who stole the cut on the ·album is "Sling back Shoes." It is the
show with an inspired performance that over- heavie;t song McLaughlan has ever recorded and
shadowed the listless and nervous Lightfoot.
displays the band at its best. At the same time it is a
song
of strong emotion, the bitterness that lovers can
Like any artist of brilliapce, McLaughlan cannot be
feel
towards
each other when the affair is over-"If
categorized. He draws from a number of streams of
one
of
your
lovers
should run into me, we might excontemporary music and blends them into something
change a look of sympathy."
new, and unique, the song of the city. It has been a
dominant trend iii rock music to decry the city in the
Murray McLaughlan is not totally unknown in the
search for a new Arcadia. McLaughlan has moved
United States. He has toured with Neil Young and apbeyond this simple-minded approach and has come to
peared on "Philadelphia Folk Festival" but his music
grips with the city as it is, a place of beauty and a
is not very widely played, and not played at all in
thing ot value as well as a place of ugliness and
Albuquerque. Both he and the public would be well
despair. The city of which he sings is Toronto and his
served if it were.
.
perspective is best shown in his "Down by the Henry
(Adrian Shubert is a graduate studelll in history at
Moore":
(JNM. He hails from Toronto, Canada.)

A slimmer, European
cut. With Levi's® quality.
In lots of fabrics and
colors. The Gap's got a
ton of 'em. Fall in today.

CORONADO CENTER

the InteRnational
RestauRant & bell
Takes Us Back To The 50's
With Their Incredible Prices

Daily Specials
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.

Roast Beef
Rye Or Roll
$1.00
All White Meat Turkey Breast
$1.00
Corned Beef
Hot or Cold
$1.00
Thurs.
Pastrami
Rye Or Roll
$1.00
Fri.
Ha!fl and Swiss
Rye Or Roll
$1.00

Under New Management
• New Improved Service
• High Quality At Low Prices
• The Real Thing In New York Style Deli
Don't Be Fooled By The Plastic Places
Try The International Restaurant
And Deli

105 Stanford

(Behind The Archietecture Building)

Shatner Fills mediocrity Demand
Review by Alan Dumas
What can William Shatner do
that's worth four dollars? And,
more important, how can an institution of higher learning fill up a
hall the size of Popejoy twice in a
single night for a mediocre
television star and not even begin to
sell tickets for men like Moshe
Dayan and William Buckley?
If Bud Davis had no other
evidence of failing academic
standards, this event alone ought to
convince him that he's got
problems. Literally thousands of
students, 40 per cent of whom were
functionally illiterate when last
tested, pay $4 to see a man whose
only credentials are a part in a TV
series that was cancelled eight years

Block Oak Arkansas:
Ten Years of Rocking
Black Oak Arkansas/10-Year
Overnight Success/MCA 2224
Review by Dana Peterson
Yau don't expect Black Oak to
play tender love ballads, or sing
songs with sweet harmonies and
poetic lyrics. You expect them to
raunch and roll, and they do,
Somehow though I expected
something a little different this
time. Maybe it was the album cover
or maybe the introduction of the
Memphis Horns on some of the
cuts, but wherever they come in
they are drowned out by that
gravelly voice and blaring guitar.
Even Ruby Starr, the singing sex
goddess, plays only a minor role on
this album.
Side One starts off with a couple
of fair-to-middlin' songs, "When
the Band was Singing Shakin' all
Over," which is actually a
disappointment from what its title
suggests. And "Pretty, Pretty" is a
pretty decent number. The best

song on the album in my opinion is
"Can't Blame It on Me." It shows
a little thought musically and the
lyrics even make a sensible point.
"Television Indecision" is the next
tune and that's as much as we'll say
about that one. "Back it Up," a
sleazy sex number where Jim
Dandy brags about his organ,
concludes side one,
Side Two opens with "Bad Boys
Back in School," "Love Comes
Easy," both fair tunes, and then
the laughter of the album, "You
Can't Keep a Good Man Down."
The intent is noble enough, a
dedication to Martin Luther King
Jr., but Jim Dandy trying to sing
soulfully though the first few lines
should have you rolling on the
floor. The album ends with
"Fireball;" passable.
,
10-Year Overnight Success
proves that in 10 years BOA hasn't
changed their basic formula a lick.
Old time fans will like it but they
won't win any new converts.

Monday nite football special

PITCHER BEER
$1.25
from kickoff to final gun

FREE POPCORN
Menaul & Pennsylvania NE

COME FLY WITH US ...
WHAT A CHALLENGE!!

PEACE CORPS* VISTA
ON CAMPUS Oct. 27, 28,29
SIGN UP NOW FOR INTERVIEW
Placement Office
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So we talked about a few .of his
But one cannot really blame Mr. American Studies Dept. he is n'
other projects, including a record Shatner. He never claimed to have making sure the ugly, the pointless 0
album where he reads Baudelaire any talent. In fact he has spent a and the ignorant is loved and ~
and then sings "Lucy in the Sky great deal of his career proving the
revered, and the university remains .:;;:
with Diamonds." This he felt to be opposite. All he is doing is filling a day-care-center-cum-debutante- r<
a most moving and profound work the popular demand for the society where a b1mch of morons g.
of interpretive art. As I was closing mediocre. Along with the Eagles, can take courses in backpacking 0
the interview I asked him, if he were the Sunshine Band and the and meditation.
0(')
to become incapacitated, if there
--------------------------------------30'
were another man capable of
(1)
playing Captain Kirk. To this he
"'
replied: "I don't know ... God?"
Now as far as I can tell, the only
difference between Star Trek and
Dragnet is that Jack Webb is twice
the actor William Shatner is. But it
was apparent that Shatner feels
quite as strongly about himself as
his fans do about him, and no
enlightenment was forth coming
from his direction.
Which brings us back to the first
question: what can Shatner do
that's worth $4?
Shatner puts on something that
r~sembles a final project for an
Oral lnterp class. He read short
passages from Shakespear, Cyrano
de Bergerac, Brecht, Wells and a
few other places. There were three

The Sal
FREE
Video
Tapes

spotlights focused on the stage, and
every time he entered a new spot he
was supposed to change characters.
But the changes never took place.
His Mercutio was exactly like his
Galilee or his Cyrano-that is,
exactly like Captain Kirk or any
other role you may have had the
misfortune to see him

Photograph by Wendell Hun\

HOFBRAU LOUNGE

' \, j"·

ago, and watch a show in which the
banality of the content is exceeded
only by the incompetence of the
performer. While seeking an explanation for tliis phenomena, I
was granted a short interview with
the man in question, William
Shatner.
Mr. Shatner had very little to say
about anything. We briefly
discussed the wide appeal of Stdr
Trek, and I suggested that the show
was an extra-terrestrial Dragnet,
Shatner and Nimoy being a spaceage Joe Friday and Bill Gannon.
Shatner didn't like the comparison
and suggested that since I obviously
didn't understand the subtlties of
Star Trek we discontinue that line
of questioning.

Binh C:ontrol ir. not the an~wc-r 10 ,.,orld ~lamition.
('oml;: to a discus.. lon Mon., Oct. 18 at J:~O p.m. in
RITI. JOB, Sociology,
Meeting for people intcrc~tcd in repealing food ta~;
Tues., Oct. 19 al 7 p.m. in P/R('l of(iee, 107 Cornell
SE.
~ro(. August Cronen berg to discus5 rca~:tor safety

~@~ :f~®W@«~
In Concert

10- 3

Oct. 18-19 21-22

SUB Ballroom Lobby
Student Activities

Double cross
a friencl.

rt!'>carch nt UNM Tues., Oct. 19 ar 3:30p.m. in Rm.
107, Chcm. En!!inccrint, Bldg.

Lost Gonzos

Lack Larynx
The Lost Gonzo Band/Trills/MCA
2232

Review by Dana Peterson
Don't let the name fool you,
Jerry Jeff Walker's sidekicks have
come up with a boring and in some
areas irritating effort. The main
problem is that no one can sing
lead, At least, no one can hold
more than a halfnote. Several songs
are good instrumentally, but the
vocals just ruin them.
The first three songs, "Write a
Song," "Relief" and "Wilderness
Song" don't deserve any comment.
"Sweet Little Lilly," a Johnny
Cash-type number, would be
'alright if it wasn't for the rough
edges, and of course the vocals.
"Life is the Reason" is fair. "Dead
Armadillo" is probably the most
successful effort on the album. The
talk/sing style allows Robert
Livingston to avoid actually having
to sing.
The first song on side two is, by a
different measure, probably the
best composition on the album. The
music is excellent, the singing at
least better than other efforts and
the lyrics are good except for· a
couple of incredibly corny Hnes.
The next tune, "Life in the Pines,"
has some nice banjo licks in it, but
that's about it. From there, the next
four songs, "Ain't No Way,"
"Sexy Thing," "Daddy's Money"
and the unbelievably bad "I'll
Come Knocking" end the album
the way it started out--nowhere.
l hate to pan an album, but in
this case I can't help it: it stinks!
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Contact Lenses

Tuesday, Oct. 19
7:30PM
SUB 250 C

Casey Optical Co.

TM Program for Fullness of Life 265-5296

Lomu •t WathJngton 256-fS32:1

at reasonable cost ·
fN11xt doorto ~.tey Rtlxa/ Drug)

If You Care About New Mexico's
Environment As Much As I Do,
Join Me in Support of U. S. Senator
Joseph M. Montoya
Brant Calkin
President~ Sierra Club
Anti-Pollution Legislation
Senator Montoya has sponsored, or supported
the following legislation aimed at protecting
our environment:
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The UNM freshman football team was woefully inept
in a loss to the Air Force Friday.

1

AF Mauls Wolfpups
By Russ Parsons
The best thing that can be said about the New-Mexico freshman
football team's Friday afternoon contest with the Air Force
Academy is that it was the last game of the season for the Wolfpups.
UNM, now 0-2, lost the debacle 23-6.
The 'Pups. were out-offensed 375-58 and could. only muster one
score, a 13-yard TD jaunt by Ben Jenkins. That gain was a full third
of the rushing yardage rolled up by UNM.
Two quarterbacks, Ben Schultz and Paul Edwards, combined for
two completions on 26 attempts for a grand total of 19 yards. Two
of Edwards' passes were intercepted.
Earl Templeton was the highlight of the game for UNM as he intercepted two passes.

train. Mazzone scored on a 6-yard
run to put the Lobos up 14-7.
The Cowboys got a field goal to
make the score 14-10 at half time,
but it could have been a lot worse.
Lobo fullback Bobby Forrest fumbled on the 39 to stop a Lobo drive.
Then Williams fumbled at the 11 to
thwart a second potential scoring
drive.
The Lobos got the second-half
kickoff and promptly fumbled it
away. On the third play from
scrimmage, tight-end Chris Combs
fumbled on an end-around and
Wyoming recovered at the Lobo 9.
Cousins scored on a 3-yard run
to put Wyoming on top 17-14.··
Later in the quarter, New Mexico
recovered a Cousins fumble on
their own 1-yard line. But the
Lobos were unable to move the ball
and tried a punt on fourth down.
The snap to punter Scott Grady was
low, Wyoming blocked the punt,
fell on it in the end zone, and led
24-14.
Jim Haynes missed a 42-yard

field goal attempt, but hit on a 20yarder and the Lobos trailed 24-17
in the fourth quarter.
On the Lobos' final scoring
drive, Grady hit Dennard with a 20yard pass on a fake punt. The
Lobos then rambled all the way for
the TD, before the two-pojnt conversion try failed.

The UNM field hockey team
took one giant step toward what
they feel will save their program by
winning the UNM Field Hockey
Fiesta Friday and Saturday at
Johnson fields.
"The Big Plaid Machine" swept
through the tourney winning two
games and tying two others. The
women beat Arizona "B" 3-0, tied
the University of Northern
Colorado l-1, beat arch-rival
Brigham Young 4-1 and tied
Arizona "A" 0.0.
The athletic council, at the
recommendation of Women's
Athletic Director Linda Estes,
voted to drop field hockey next
season and replace it with softball.
The team members think they can
save the program by winning the
Intermountain Conference and
advancing to the National tournament.
Dana Miller, Sally Broyles and
Margaret Gonzales scored in the
Lobo win over Arizona "B." That
game didn't count in tourney
competition because there were
.
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D.1ily Lobo

members of an non- U of A team
playing for the "B" team.
Sally Broyles scored UNM's only
goal in the UNM tie with UNC. The
Lobos won the game by two and a
half minutes in penetration time.
Saturday morning, the Machine
faced' the much-hated women from
BYU. The Lobos ended a threeyear drought with a 4-1 win. Dana
Miller scored three goals and Amy
Rivera got one in the triumph.
The Lobos almost got a win in
the tie with Arizona "A." Rebecca
Whealen scored as time ran out.
One referee said the goal was good,
but she was overruled by another
official who discounted the goal.
The Lobos got three points for
the win and one for each of the ties
totalling five points in the tourney.
Arizona" A" finished second.
Lobo fullback Sue Kelt said the
win over BYU was the sweetest.
"We wanted to win the tournament
of course, but we really wanted to
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Clean Air Act Amendments of
1970 (now public law 91-604)

The Wilderness Act of 1964 (and
subsequent Sandia, Manzano and
Bandelier Wilderness Bills)

~~:""~:''~~*/u

Omnibus Boundry Bill (to expand boundries of Federal lands,
including Bandelier National Monument)

* The

Noise Control Act of 1972
(row public law 92-574)

* The

Surface Mining Control and
Reclaimation Act. of I 975 (later
vetoed by President Ford)

* Wild and Scenic Rivers Systems
* Albuquerque Public Parks (now public

* Solid Waste Disposal Act
* Federal Non-Nuclear Energy Research

law 93-574)

14 0

0 9-23

\V3(lming
7 3
NM-Wil!inms 2 run ~Hayne-. kick)

14 0-24

FG 20

"The Big Plaid Machine" swept the Field Hockey fiesta with a vengeance. See story, left.

Kelt said the Lobos had to
overcome some internal pressure
problems to win the tourney. "We
were really uptight becf!use we
know we've got to win the rest of
the games. We've just got to cool it
and we'll win."
The Lobos will face Santa Fe
Prep Tuesday at 4 p.m. at Johnson
field. UNM has already beaten the
prepsters this year by an 8-0 tally.

in the National Forests
Act (now public law 92-300)

and Development Act (now public
law 93-577)
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If you are receiving a degree in Mathematics
or Language before September 1977, the
National Security Agency's Professional
Qualification Test (PQT) can be the key to
a rewarding career.

13

345
1·40

INDIVIDUAI.t.EADERS
RUSHING: New Mexico: William'io, 25-143: Mat·
zone, 16·65; Turman, 9-31. Wyoming: Cou~ins, 16·

You must register by November 6 in order
to take the PQT on campus-it will not be
given again durh1g the school year. By
scoring well on this test, you will qualify
for an employment interview. During the
interview, an NSA representative will
discuss the role you might play in furthering
this country's communications security
or in producing vital intelligence information.

89j. Davis 1048; Wright 15-73.
PASSING: New Mexico! Mazzone 12·21, 205 yds.;
Grady l•lt 20 yds. Wyoming: Cousins 4·1 I, 73 yds.:
Cla}1on 0·2 1 0 yds.
REC~IYlNG: New Mexico: Dennard, 9-I.S9, Elh~
2-49. Wyoming: Howard 2·39,ArnoltJ 32·34.

I .

* Act
National Resource Lands Management

Under consideration in the Senate at the present time are:

* Cumbres and Toltec Railroad (Senator

* Legislation

for Control of Toxic
Chemicals (5 .3149)

* Legislation

to prohibit Non-Returnable Beverage Container in interstate commerce
Paid for by UNM Democrats
......,........ .

Montoya authored the proposal to
grant consent of Congress to the
Cumbtes and Toltcc Scenic Railroad
Compact, as agreed ~o by the states
of Colorado and New Mexico. (Now
public law 93-467)

-..]

College Of Fine Arts
The Deadline To Apply For
Admission For Spring 1977 Is
Friday, October 29, 1976
Applications are available in the
College of Fine Arts Counselling Center
Room 1103 in the Fine Arts Center.

'

Okie's
Brings You
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"iriexpensivc libations A h .

Efficacious Entertainment"

Monday Night
Football

PROGRAMMING -Our vast communications
analysis projects could not be effectively
managed without the latest computer
hardware/software and people who know
how to use them.

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Attn: M321
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
An equal opportunity employer m/f

Monday
Thru
Thursday

.J

COMMUNICATIONS- Developing and
testing logical designs for global communications is a unique pursuit. It follows that
your training programs in this area will be
both extensive and esoteric.

Citizenship is required.

l
"

LANGUAGES- Foreign languages are
valuable tools for research, analysis, and
documentation projects. Advanced training
in your primary language or perhaps a new
language can be expected.

Electronic Engineering, Computer Science,
Slavic, Mid-Eastern and Asian language
majors may interview without taking the
PQT.

CADILLAC
BOB

fl

The PQT helps to measure your aptitude
for career areas such as:

PICK UP A PQT BULLETIN at your college
placement office, It contains a registration form
which you must mail prior to November 6
in order to take the test on November 20.

.,
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THE PLANETS
ARE BACK!

00

"0\'

~~~~~

beat BYU."

-"'

THE PQT COULD BE THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE.

NM-Maz.zonc 6 run (Haync5 J..ick)
AU-23,649

The Lobos travel to Tempe,
Ariz., next Saturday to face the
ASU Sun Devils, who just won
their first game of the year a 23-6
win over UTEP. Wyoming is at
home against Utah.

* Volunteers

'!'\.., ~ .

Think about
your future.

W\'0-Cou~ins 13 run (Chri,topulos kick)
NM-~1azzon~ 6run (H:tync~ kick)
W\'0-FG Chri~topulos 38
W\'0-Cousins 3 run (Chrisaopulo.~ kick}

Punls•Av~.
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0
0'

zone (Christopulos kick)

Mazzone had a fine day, hitting
on 12-21 attempts for 205 yards.
Magical Preston Dennard made
several mystifying catches in grabbing 9 for 15~ yards.
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MATHEMATICS AND LANGUAGE MAJORS •••

Wyo-UNM
Statistics
NM-Hayne~

New Mexico outgained the
'Pokes in total offense 506-345,
and first downs 26-16. But the
Cowboys never lost a fumble and
none of their passes were intercepted.
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W\'0-'<'amlnotccovl.!rcd b!uckcd punt ill end
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Sports

New Mulco
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He has sponsored, co-sponsored, or supported
the following legislation:

* The
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Legislation for Creation or Preservation of
Natural Areas, Public Lands and Protection
of Wildlife Habitat

Federal Water Pollution Control
Act Amendment of 1976
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By Tim Gallagher
After the Lobos had given up 14
~ It was a game, gutsy and not-yet-eliminated group of UNM foot- second-half
points on two heinous
Ci ball players and coaches who left Laramie, Wyo., Saturday night
errors, they drove the length of the
8 after losing to the Cowboys 24-23, when a two-point conversion try field and scored on a Mazzone
'R
failed in the final minutes of the game.
<J)
touchdown with"! :20 to play in the
::;E
It was also a group which had spelled out its own destiny with a game. The six-pointer made the
:;: number of fumbles at crucial times in the game,
score 24-23 Wyoming, and after a
<U
By dropping the contest, the
Those records could have just as time out, the game and gutsy Lobos
Lobos fall to 2·1 in league play, easily been reversed if UNM quar- decided to go for the win. They'd
e,.....Z while
the Cowboys stay on top with terback Noel Mazzone had been try for a two-point conversion in1;'0 i!]:O record,
able to gain iust one more yard.
stead of the nearly-automatic onep,
point kick.
Mazzone sprinted out
Applications For
desperately searching for Preston
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS
Dennard in the end zone, but the
man who had already caught nine
IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
passes had attracted a crowd. So
& Colleges
Mazzone cut back and was gangare now available at
tackled at about the one-yard line,
ASUNM- Room 2421N THE SUB
ending the Lobo chances for the afternoon.
• Deadline- Monday, Oct. 18, 5:00p.m.
"We outplayed them all the
• To be eligible you must have at
way,"
said Lobo football coach
least a junior classification
Bill Mandt Sunday. "We gained
*NOMINATIONS ALSO ACCEPTED
500 yards on them so you know
they're not unbeatable. They didn't
fumble or throw an interception all
day which is very unusual for
them."
The Lobos pushed Wyoming up
and down the field in the first half,
and could have had a huge lead if
not for a pair of fumbles.
Mazzone zeroed in on Preston
Dennard three times during the
Lobos' first TD drive on their first
Help Create an
possession. Mike Williams scored
ldeal Society
from the 2.
But 'Poke quartet:back Mark
Cousins came running right back at
the Lobos. Cousins scored to tie the
game at 7-7.
During one's student years, the time in Ii fe is devoted to
Again the Lobos came back with
gaining knowledge, it is now possible to have complete
Williams, who gained 143 yards on
knowledge and to systematically expand one's consciousness
25 carries, ripping through the
until an enlightened stat~ of life is enjoyed. This complete
Cowboys like a runaway freight
. knowledge is the basis of fulfillment in life; it involves the
total knowledge of the knower.
· Eyeglass~s &

'1:1

~

Free Popcorn - Hotdogs 50 tC
4200 Central Ave. SE
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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LOST: BROWNISH ORANGE wallet, contains
!D's. 843·7166. Juliana. 10/21 - - - - - l.OST: BROWN LEATHER jacket in SUB base·

~·..n~~~~0..:•thy 8~1·17!2:.....!~!~--~---·- ~
FOUND: RING in UNM pool, Call 266·4219 eve·
ni~s lo identlf~ 10/18

()

miolmum. AdvcriJ5emenls run rive or rnore con-

Marron !lull l!oom 131 or by moll to: (.'lo ..sificd
Advcrtlsin~, UNM llox 20, AllmiJUWJUC, N.M.
.

1974 PLYMOUTH DUSTER 360·$2400; !973 ["ord
Pinto Runabout-$2300; 1971 Chevrolet Sialion·
wa~on·$1500; 1973 Pick-up-$2200. Parking lot
vacuum cleaner & trallcr-$1200. For funhcr infor·
malion contact Citizen's Bank (>f Albuquerque, 2988777. 10/19

seculive days with no chun~es, nine ccnls per
word (>er day (no refunds If cuneclle~ before five
imerlions), Clusslflcd advcrllsemcnfs rnus( be
1•aid In odvouce.
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SERVICES

MASSAGE 9-6 298-4718 Juan.
.........

--~--~~--

----~~--..--

____

;....:.:.
10/27

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOP and Photography
Gallery is Vz block from Johnson Gym on Cornell,
Special order service. tfn

()
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:?;

PERSONALS

Till! Pl.ANETS ARE back at Ned's El Porfni, 4200
Cemral AvenucSE. 10/19
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z

.

...,..,..,_.~~-·------·

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT COURSE descriptions
for SJ?ring, 1977 now available in 217 Humanities
lluilding. 10:_/:_;25~-·
UNM STUDENT DIRECTOJ{JES arc available to
students with a valid UNM ID for 25¢ at the Student
Information Center, New Mexico Union (SUil).
10/22
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CONTACTS? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
8736. tfn
NOT "HEALTH FOOD"-hcalthy foods. llrcak·
lunch & dinner al the Morning Glory Cafe 7
a.m.·IO p.m. All nile Friduy & San.rday right behind
li1e Triangle. I0/19
fa~t,

AGORA-STUDENT CRISIS Center open 24 hours,
Call277·3013. 10122
NONSMOKEI~ WANTS ROOM in reasonably quiet
house. Steve, 255·7700 evenings. 10/19

GIUSEI'I'E-THAT CHEESE, chili & pastrami
grinder pocket al the Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell
SE, is heavenly-just like you. I'm glad we got our
differences settled. I forgive you. Love,
Moria, 10/18
--·-~-··-~---

TOM, HAPPY 22nd birthday. love, Mindy,
10/18

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: AT ZIMMERMAN Library set of 6 keys
on unusuhl key rings. Describe and claim Room 131
Marron Hall. 10120

LOST: SILVER MOON and star ring with turquoise
background. Reward. Ca11842-5394. 10/21

1973 YAMAHA 350 RD. RecentlY rebuilt motor and
transmission, $600. Call 345-6477 after 6 p.m.
10121

IO·SPEED EXCELLENT SHAPE, Absolutely
equipped $85.255-6568. 10/18

POTIERY Cl.ASSES, HANDIJUILDING w/porcclain. Caryn Ostrowc Instructor, $65 for 10 weeks.
242·2425 or 836·7285 or write Mojo Pottery, 1115 V.
Ccntntl NE!, 87106. Classes begin Nov. 2nd. 10/21

21" PAN WORLD IO·speed bicycle, Good shape.
898-8428. J0/21

s;;

Pcd;:;;
BAHRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarrns. IO•Io dis·
count for student with ID. Quick service. Used TV's
forsulc, 10/21
GUITAR LESSONS DY Doug Zinn, student of
Hector Garcia's. $3,50/lcsson. Cheap! Call 2479410. 10/16
RUSSIAN TRANSLATIONS IN Humanities, social,
biological, agricultural sciences by Russian M.A.
2¢/word of original. Synopses also done. Typing and
postage included, C. Wolfe, 1220 E. 5th, Stlllwalcr,
OK 74074. 10/22
NUDE FEMALE/MALE models for art anatomy
book and art classes, 294-8937.. 10/22

1 Shovel's
relative
6 Bear hard
upon
10 Photograph
14 Moslem
household
section
15 German
king
1.6 Encircling:
Prefix
17 Breathing

convulsi~e-

ly: Archaic
18 Canuc~s or
Red.Wmgs
19 Sem1te
20 Notwithstanding
22 Having
made a will
24 Golf clubs
26 Sarcastic
27 Aniseflavored
liqueur
30 Malt
beverage
31 Isolated
32 Plays a part:
3 words
37 Can. prov.
38 Temperaments
40 Slanderous
charges
41 Overly
strict: 2

1974 PINTO RUNAIIOUT WHITE vinyl sunroof,
automalic, airconditioning. Take over payments or
refinance. Phone 842·8408, I 0/22
59 VW Microbus w/'72 1600 engine. Newly rebuilt.
299-3472 after 8 p.m. I 0/18
1968 BUICK SKYLARK, 3-speed, AIC, new tires,
great mechanically. $800 or best offer. Call 881·
2120or2434659, 10/18
SACRIFICE: $1300 Pentax ES outfit, 3 lenses,
accessories, strobe. 550. 10122
HASSELBLAD SUPEH-WIDE w/30mm lliogen
plus case. Less than half price at $750, 294·8937 •
10/22

10/18

71 DODGE CHARGER PS, AC, Excellent con·
dition. 293-0497. 10/22
ROCK CUMDING EQUIPMENT carabiners, nuts
stoppers like new. $70.00 negotiable. Call 2682364, 10/22
COUCH FOR SALE, $25.00. Call266-7308.

S.

ATIRACTIVE ROOM N.E. heights. Full house
10/19

10/19

privile~~s.2944257.

MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY. 1971 Cumaro 2-28.
High Performance engine. plus many more racing
parts, For more information call867·2757. 10122

---·--SEWING MACHINE: Repair, clean, oil & adjust-3

6.

~-~---.--~

10/19

NEW CENTURION SEMI-pro 10-spccd 22!11"
frame. Garry, 264·0135. 10/19

HAND STITCH CO-OP personalized handmade
clothing & crafts. New members welcome, I 0-6 ManSat. 2000 Central SE, 2474498. J0/18

CANON·FT, 50mm 1.8, $175.00, 242·9851, Paul,
277-6116. 10122

---

-HANGGLIDERS·I8'
-----------Std. white w/gold tips ex·

73 HONDA 500 4-cyl well equipped, excellent con·
dillon. Headers, lots of chrome $1,000 or best offer.
247-3502after6:\)0p.m. 10/20

ccllcnt condition $350, 18' Modified COMP I good
condition $300. Doth Sandia Flown, Dillon. 299·
9566, 299·7584. 101?2

EMPLOYMENT

YOUR SKILLS, EDUCATION, FNTHUSIASM
pays big REWARDS in the Peace Corps. All majors
urged to apply. Call 277-2636 for an on-campus interview or stop by our office, Ortega 229, Tuesday,
Thursday, or Friday afternoon 3:30·5:00, II/I

71 KAWASAKI: RUNS good, 500cc $650.00. 255·
4492 afler 2:00p.m. 10/22

STEREO AT WAREHOUSE prices, all major
brands. Knowledgeable salesmen, Kent, 268-0333.
10/22

FORRENT

PART-TIME JOB. Graduate swdenls only, Must
be over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees
for day wor~. Also have positions for Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No phone
calls please. Save Way Liquor Store, 5704 Lomas NE.
10/22

------·-------ARTISTS-"WORK IN the third dimension sculpt·
ing the human head." Classes begin Oct. 25, 1976.
You can learn to work in clay leading to casting in
bronze, 294-8937. 10/22
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES now
forming-35mm, 4-wcck concentrated session !aught
by professional photographer in luxurious Lomas
Professional Building, Call 294-2937 for more in for·
mali on, Studio 101. 10/22

~~~-------------

4.

FORSALE

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selcc·
tion, good people, L P Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's), 1fn

UNITED Feature Syndicate Friday's Puzzle Solved:

...

CONCHO BELT$250. Call 842-9046.

HAVE NEW KENWOOD & Sansui Jensen speakers,
Wo_ii.ldl~e__tO~eiLfo!..ll."~~_P.'ice, 255-7534, 10119
l70CM HEAD YAHOO skis look-GT binding~ used
twice $160 firm; men's Lange Phantom boots size
10 $85; ski rack $20.268-4813. 10/19

day special. $6.75. 255-7534.

UPRIGHT PIANO, NEWLY reconditioned and
limed, Fine player. $200 delivered. Write: J, Temple,
2220 Los Padillas Rd SW, 10122

FM 8-track Craig Pioneer in good condition. Call
Michael, 268-1823. 10/20

EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn

-.---LSAT-MCAT

WRINGER WASHER $65, Fencing mask $7.50,
Small kitcl1en table $15.00, Small electric appliances
$400, 10/18

HAVE WAREHOUSE FULL of Jensen speakers,
receivers, tuners, amplifiers, cassettes. 8-tracks,
CB's & rccl-to·recl tape recorders, Sony-Pioneer·
Marrantz·Kcnwood & others. Freight damagedstill in boxes. 255·7535. •0122

1969 MUSTANG MACH 1: 3", 4-spced 4-barrel,
new tires, tape deck. Very good condition. 255·
9618,299-5018. 10/18

TDDAY'S CIDSSWDID P-UZZLE
ACROSS

1971 HONDA CB 450. Exccllem condition. Faring,
2 bell helmels, plus extras, Must sell. $695. 299·
7284 after 5 p.m., Barmt. 10/22

MARTIN GUITAH, STYLE 0·18 w/casc. Excellent
condition. $500 or best offer. Call 266·9854, 2776248. 10/21
•

LOST: GOLD WATCH, Majestime. Reward for re·
LOST: WHITE TOMCAT in UNM area, Reward.
Cnll2684143. 10/19

SPORTS CAR OWNERS! Pride Motors offers
speedy, reliable service of all makes of sports and
touring imports. Tues.-Sawrday. 8:30·5:30,
256-1763. 10/16

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lo.;;t
prices in laWn) Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM. Cull 265·
2444 or come lo 1717 Girard lllvd, NB. tfn

.

turn. Writing on face "Love Forever Kathy," Cull
Charlie, mornings, 293·7331. 10/20

UNIVERSITY AREA HOME for sale. 1500 square
feet. I 3/4 baths. Excellent condition, mature landscaping, quiet neighborhood. $37,500-$16,500 CTL.
Caii25S·B919. 10/22

HANDCRAFTED CLASSICAL, FLAMENCO, and
acous(ical guitars built to your spccirications by
German Luthier. Also, repair and refinishing of all
stringed instruments. Minor adjustments while you
wait. Call298-5056, 10/20

(!)

l.

BICYCLES: WE HAVE! the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
843-9378. t fn

LEFT IN LAYAWAY-Singer Sewing Machine. Not
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zig-2ag. Pay $19,00
& take machine. 255·7535. 10/19

BAKERY CAFE D/NN£1/S-vcgetarian. Nightly
specials 5:30-9:00. Friday night Coffee House
w/music. 118 YalcSE. 10/18

0

.....
~

OWNER THANSFERRE!D COLOR TV: Big Screen,
color & tint control. Assume payments of $7,00 per
momh. New warranty. 255·7535. 10/19
DIVORCED-LEFT TOWN. Brand new 1977
Kirby. New warranty. Take payments of $7.47 a
month. 255•7535. 10!19

Hales: IS CCI.IIS per word per doy, oroe dollar

0
.....
0

20 PORTABLE T-V's, $30 to $60,441 Wyoming NE.
255-5987. 10/18

Hello New Mexico Skiers
We're Having A

Grand Opening
During October we invite you to get acquainted with the
finest Ski Company in the Rocky Mountain Empire and
register for the biggest giveaway this side of the rockies.

words
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J A L N A
BA S H
43 Unadorned
AG E E
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44 Feeling of
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admiration
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rising sun
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BANE
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god
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51 Permanent
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59 Not
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thermo or
61 U.S. missile
sleep
photo
62 Small36 Whirlpool
statured
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headquar- 38 More recent
39 Vindicating
Gaseous
ters: 2
63
42 Learned
element
words
scholars
Correct
10
Stain
.
64
11 A~ghan1stan 43 Relirin g hour
65 Expires
46 ---Luis:
c1ty
66 Biting insect
Brazilian
12 Ha~ang~e
67 Surface
city
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Ski vacation for two at Purgatory. You'll arrive via
Coronado Flying Service and stay in
Lodge.

T;m;rmn

••

Also we're gjving away:
• Season ·Ski Passes to
Purgatory a-nd
Sandia Peak

• 2 ·sandia Peak Alpine
6 week ski lessons
with lift tickets
Hart Skis
• Look-Nevada Bindings
• Scott Poles
: , • Garmont Boots
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Grandoe Gloves

'

Smith Goggles
Ski Apparel
plus much more

•
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Coronado Center
Lower Mall

883-8128
"'Dedicated. to the S/(i Spirit In Everyone"
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